INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT „OPEN BOSNIA CUP“ 2019

International Tournament “Open Bosnia Cup”
October 18th – October 20th Sarajevo

On behalf of the Bosnia and Herzegovina Weightlifting Federation we are pleased to invite you to participate in the International Tournament “Open Bosnia Cup”, October 18th – October 20th Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The competition is on the IWF 2019 Calendar.

This is good opportunity to test yours competitor. This is OPEN TOURNAMENT.

Conditions for International Tournament “Open Bosnia Cup” are:

Each team will be made up of:
2 male athletes and 1 female.

It is possible to compete with one competitor (female or male).

The team that reaches the highest number of points, based on the Sinclair Formula, will be declared the winner, followed by second, third, etc.

If an athlete fails an exercise in 3 attempts, she/ he may continue to compete in the following exercise.

Points will be calculated for the valid exercise.

The first three teams will be awarded with cups.
Besides team prizes, winners of the male and female will be awarded in the total.

The first classified team will be proclaimed “Open Bosnia Cup – Champion Team 2019”

Financial Conditions
Any person (officials, competitor etc) pay total fee 140 Euro per person.

Every country may have any numbers of team, and any numbers of freelance athlete.

The participants bear the costs of arrival and departure.

Final Entry Forms (which I will sent to participating Nations after their interest by e-mail)) must be received by the Org. Committee before September 15th, 2019.

After final list we sent full program and places (hotel, competition hall, time list etc)

Many countries in World don’t need VISA for Bosnia and Herzegovina. We invite those countries. We can’t provide VISA’s for countries which need VISA. (we can help with VISA, but we can’t provide VISA)

mr.sci. Nedim MASIC
General Secretary of
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Weightlifting Federation
sdtbih@isaneh.com

Please, don’t hesitate to contact us, before September 15th to reserve you place at this competition. You may contact us at sdtbih@isaneh.com

SECOND COMPETITION: RIVER SAVA CUP IS COMPETITION ONLY FOR COUNTRIES WHICH IS ON FLOW OF RIVER SAVA.